
stan Dowell

••• LEE EVANS

EVerytime you sprint 400 meters your personal character will be
challenged. Four hundred meters is nothing more than a sprint with
~ at the end. Train to live with this pain.

MY main concern is to start the development of ANAEROBIC and AEROBIC
sources of energy which relate to 400 meters.
SPEED STAMINA is the building foundation for a successful 400 meter
spr1nter. An attempt must be made to gradually adapt the body to'.
the stress of running. I recommend a period of long distance run
ning (2••.6 milesi'iildiltJ)inOctober to help develop a solid foundation of
endurance. Long distance ~)nni~g develops basic strength and endur
ance, but it does not develop leg speed. With this in mind.I always
try to incorporate some type of leg speed tempo •.

I divide a 400,meter season into 3 periods; EARLY (Oct.Nov.Dec.),
MIDDLE (Jan.Feb.Mar.), and RACING (Ap.May June).

··These are just some of the
varied examples of the
different weeks used in the
early months.

NOTE: Weight training must start with the first week of running in
early October. The 400 meter sprinter must develop his upper
and lower body. Arm strength will help to propel the body
during the racing season. Weights two days a week.

M. 6 miles - 6x1oOm
T. 3x90Om
w. 3 miles
Th.2 miles of 50m strides.
F. Easy 4 miles

November/December:
M. 6x80Om in 2:23.0
T. 2 miles - 6x15Om
W. 6x1OOm - 4 miles
Th.2 miles in 15:00
F. Easy 3 miles

M. 2 mile run with a 50m sprint every 4OOm.
T. 3 miles 8x5Om
W. Easy 4 miles
Th.2 miles - 8x5Om
F. Race 4 laps of 5Om(sprint-Jog)in 6:00.



(2.) MIDDLE SEASON (Long Interval - Jan.Feb.Mar.)

The€e months must be used to create adequate stress,
both PHYSICALLY and MENTALLY. Speed and stamina are best acquired
over months of work and once acquired are easily retained with
out lessening sharpness, even during the speed period.

From now on we must be highly concerned with leg speed
and tempo. Most of the workouts are geared to utilize and main
tain the natural speed of the athlete. SPEED STAMINA with
progressive acceleration!

Janu~:M. miles in 32:00
T. 4x800 (2:15.0 with
w. 3 easy miles 6x1
Th.2 miles - 3x120Om
F. 6 miles

M.-2 miles of 50m - sprint/jog (14:00)
T. 4 miles
VI. 4x9oOm - 2 miles warm down
Th.3 miles
F. 15x20Om - walk 150m interval

February: (Special attention to the interval)

M. 3x80Om in 2:10.0 (8:00 interval)
T. 4 miles
w. 10X15Om in 20.0 (walk 100m interval)
Th. 2 miles - 4x5Om sprint
F. Race 4 laps of 50m sprints in 5:20.0

M. 6x6OOm easy stride
T. 4x15Qm - 3 miles warm down
w. 2 miles - 8x5Om sprint
Th.5x50Om in 1 :27.0 (8:00 interval)
F. Long easy 6 miles

March: (start of shorter intervals)

M. 4x50Om in 67.5
T. 8x15Om - walk 100m int erval
VI. 3miles 6x5Om
Th.4 laps of 50m sprint/jog in 5:15.0 2 miles w/down
F. 6x5Om starts on the turn. Stride- 4x30Om

M. 6x15Om in 16.0 with 3:00 interval
T. 6x20Om in 25.5 walk 4:00 interval
w. 2 miles - 6x5Qm
Th.3x300m in 36.5 walk interval of 7 :00
F. Jog 6 laps - Run quick 2 miles

I never try to run more than two hard days in succession.



(3.) RACING SEASON ( Total muscle fatigue - Local muscle endurance)

These racing months are the climax of the total program.
I try to concentrate on the transfer of speed stamina into the
actual race. I think that special speed stamina work-outs
with special attention to the interval will help achieve this.

APRIL -..1:l!!. - mr..! (High intense racing work..;.outs)

April:

M. 2x50Om in 62.50 (8:00 rest)
T. 6x1OOm in 11. 5 (3:00 walk int erval )
W. 6x5Om starts off the turn. 6 lap w/down
Th.3x30Om in 36.0 (long interval of 9:00)
F. 6 easy laps of 50m sprint/jog.

M. 2x80()m in 2:04.0 6x5Om
'T. 2x150m - 4x100m - 2x15Om (15.0 - 11.0)
w. 4 laps of 50m in 5:30 - 2 miles w/down.
Th.4x20Om in 22.50(5:00 interval walk)
F. Long easy 2 miles

May:

M. 3x20Om in 21.6 (9:00 interval)
T. 6x15Om in 15.0 (5:00 interval)
w. Race 2x50Om in 61.5 (through the 400 in 49.0)

Long interval rest of 12:00.
Th.Rest
F. Rest
Sat ••••clMeet!!!

~:
M. 1x50Om in 60.0 (through the 400 in 48.0) 6x5Om.
T. 4x5Om starts on the turn.

2x20Om in 21.2 (long rest of 12:00)
W. Race 1x30Om in 33.0 - 6 laps w/down.
Th.Rest
F. Rest
sat •••• o •• Meet!!11

What makes a n~U1PIONf1? 1. :Emotional control
2. Speed
3. stamina
4. Supreme competitor
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Clyde Hart on the 400:

Train S-L-Q-W-E-R to Race

Faster by Andy Friedlander

For years sprint coaches have

believed that the way to run
fast in competition is to run
fast in practice. Most coach
es still do.

But Clyde Hart, who has coached 10
Baylor University sub-45 400-meter run
ners, including Olympic gold medalists
Michael Johnson, Jeremy Wariner and
Darold Williamson, believes that the key
to running fast 400s is to slow down -
that is, to train at relatively slow speeds.

Coach Hart knows this is hard to

believe. Certainly Jeremy Wariner, who
arrived at Baylor as an 18-year-old fresh
man in the fall of2002, didn't believe it at

firsr. In fact, it took Hart himself a long
time and a lot of experience to convince
him that he'd srumbled on something that
is so counter-intuitive, but that works.

Of course, you don't have to believe
Hart. But considering that the Baylor

coach has trained the fastest quarter-miler
in history and the fastest on earth today,
not to mention 15 NCAA-champion
4x400 relay teams, it might not be a bad
idea to listen.

"The hardest thing for coaches to
understand is that it's not that athletes

couldn't run a lot faster in training -- espe
cially our Olympians, when they're run
ning, say,workouts of eight 200s in 28 sec
onds," Hart explains. "Of course they
could run faster.

"But that's not the purpose of the
workout. The purpose is to run eight of
them. It's the conditioning. It's putting
money in the bank. It's building a reserve.
That's the philosophy behind it."

And the philosophy works. It helped
Hart take Michael Johnson to heights
unimagined in the long sprints, a decade
long dominance not seen in the 400 before
or since, including his spectacular world
record of 43.18. And it has allowed Hart

to rum 20-year-old prodigy Jeremy
Wariner from a high school state champi
on in Texas to an Olympic gold medalist
on the verge of breaking the still-magical
44-second mark in two years.

Still, even with Hart's unmatched cre

dentials as a coach, something as unlikely
sounding as this slower-means-faster idea
can be a little hard to swallow.

"When you first start doing the work
outs," Wariner said recently, "you're sitting
there, like, 'Are you serious? Is he serious
about this? Why are we doing this?' But
as the year goes on, you realize you're get
ting sttonger, and at the same time, you're
keeping your speed, and then getting
faster. That's when you realize it's acrual
ly working."

Hart realized the same thing 15 years
ago, when he stumbled onto his revolu
tionary training method completely by
accident. In 1990, Michael Johnson was a
tremendously gifted Baylor senior who
had shown only glimpses of his immense
potential. That's because in each of his first
three seasons, Johnson would come up
injured before the biggest meets.

Frustrated, Hart decided to make sure

his star made it to the NCAAs in one piece
as a senior and decided to go conservative
with Johnson's training -- no risking a
pulled hamstring with full-speed sprinting
in practice. Speed work was kept to a min
imum, and only in 50-60-meter stretches,
or in short bursts when practicing starts
and relay handoffs.

"Michael was the best-kept secret in
college, because he kept getting injured,
always at the very end of the year," Hart
said. "We sat down before his senior year
and said, 'We're just going to slow down.
We're not going to take chances in work
outs.' That's when I told him I felt strength
and speed were synonymous, that ifhe got
stronger, he'd get faster.

"So we changed our program. We
kept in a lot of the things we trained the
400 guys on, but we adjusted some things
to protect Michael. We fully intended to
go back to our regular training program
once we got him through a healthy season,
and put back in the stuff we'd taken our.
But when we slowed down and quit doing
so much fast sprinting, that allowed us to
do more volume work, taking short rests.
And about the time I decided it was time

ro start doing some more of the faster
things, Michael's times started dropping.
He was at 19-point-something in the 200
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progression to harder and harder training,
then adding aUthose things like massage,
physiotherapy, attention to nutrition, ice
baths to avoid tissue deterioration, nasal

strips to safeguard against her asthma, seek
ing the best medical treatment, even buy
ing a house at altitude In short, Radcliffe
has become the ultimate professional in the
sport's professional age.

But she has done it with heart as well
as hard work. She still has the same coach

es,Alex and Rosemary Stanton, she had as
a nine-year-old. And she has done it with
out recourse to drugs. She has become the
leading advocate against doping in the
sport, underlined by her trackside protest
at the 2001 World Championships in
Edmonton, Canada - featured on world

television- against Olga YegorovaofRus
sia (who got off an EPO 'bust' on a tech
nicality) .

As noted, she has had her share of acci-

dents and injuries during her career, but
perhaps the biggest obstacle she had to
overcome was a lack of basic speed: what
more daunting handicap could a runner
face? To compensate, for years she would
set a hard pace in major championships,
hoping to burn off the competition, but in
the last lap she would be passed by quick
er finishers and end up finishing fourth or
fifth and watching the victory ceremony
from the stands instead of on the podium.

Bur then she started running
marathons, and found, as had former

world marathon record holder, Ingrid Kris
tiansen of Norway before her, that running
marathons actuaUy improves your times at
shorter distances. After winning her first
marathon in London in April 2002, she
won her first track gold medals, winning
the Commonwealth Games 5,000 meters

on July 2Sth and nine days later breaking
Kristiansen's continental 10,000 meters

record with a victory in the European
championships. Two months later in
Chicago, she broke the marathon world
record for the first time.

She improved that world record in
London 2003, and although it aUfellapart
a year later in Athens, Radcliffe recovered
to win one a thrilling New York City
Marathon against Kenyan Susan Chepke
mei last November 7.

Radcliffe and Chepkemai are due to
trade strides again in the London
Marathon in April, but after the disap
pointment of Athens, Radcliffe has unfin
ished business in the Olympic Games.
Which is why she intends to catry on to
Beijing 200S, and why her book is subti
tled, My Story So Far.•

Pat Butcher's book on Sebastian Coe and

Steve Ovett, The Perfect Distance is pub

lished by Weidenfeld & Nicolson.
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and running great. So I thought, well, we'll

go a little longer with this type of program,

and to make a long story short, we've gone

15 years and we haven't changed back yet."

Since that 1990 epiphany, seven other

Baylor 400 guys have run under 44.80 
with Wariner's 44.00 and Darold

Williamson's 44.51 the most recent evi

dence that Hart is on the right track.

Hart's system begins in the fall, when

his runners open training with as many as

20 200s at a very slow pace, about 40 sec

onds each, on the grass. As the season goes

on, the pace quickens and the repetitions

shrink, but never to the point of full-speed

sprints.

"By NCAA time, we're down to four
or five 200s at 24-25 seconds," Hart said.

In other words, as the number comes

down, the speed gets faster and the rest

intervals get shorter. We have a formula. If

you're running eight, they're going to be

in 28 seconds. If there are six, they're in

26. It may be that in April, for the Texas

Relays, we're only at 26 seconds, but the

kids will go down there and run 20 or 21."

"It's hard when you think about it,

but when we start doing the workout, it

feels easy because we drop the time slow

ly each week," Wariner said. "He won't

just go from, say, 29 seconds to 26. It's

gradual, so it's not as hard as you'd think."

By changing the training routine
from a small number of fast 150s, 200s or

300s into more repetitions at slower pace
with less rest between them, Hart discov
ered that his athletes were able to better

withstand the unique physical demands of

the late stages of a 400-meter sprint while

sacrificing none of their flat-out speed.

"We eliminated overdoing such

things as time trials, running fast 150s and
fast 300s," Hart said. "The rest factor

became a lot less, because if you're not run

ning quite so fast at workouts, you can do

more repetitions. And if you're going to do

it slower and do more repetitions, you're

going to take shorter rests in order to work

the body the same amount.

"For example, three 200s in 23 sec

onds, you've got to take 5-10 minutes rest.

But you can do six of them if you run them

in 26 seconds, and you can take 90 sec

onds rest. Now what you've got from that

is you've got twice the amount of running

in and you've cut the rest down, which is

tremendous for conditioning. People say,

'Yeah, but you gave up the speed.' But we

found that as you get stronger, your speed
is enhanced."

Hart also discovered a welcome side

effect. As his runners' aerobic condition

ing improved - the result of the slower,

higher-volume workouts - they were able

to hold up better through a long season

than most of their competitors.

Wariner is a spectacular example of

that phenomenon. He began last year run

ning world-class times in the indoor sea

son, posting a world-best 45.39 at the

NCAA Championships in early March. In

April, he ran his first sub-45-second out
door time, set another PR at rhe NCAA

Midwest Regional in May and won the

I'
'''':£..JI

NCAA title with a strong 44.71 in early
June.

But instead of wilting in the late sum

mer from all that hard racing, Wariner

actually got stronger - and faster - as the

year went on. He dominated the U.S.

Olympic Trials, winning the final in 44.37,

and was a revelation in Athens, going

44.00 and looking as if there was plenty

more gas left in his tank.
That was no accident, Hart said.

Rather, it was a product of using Wariner's

training to "reload" several times over eight
months of top competition. Hart broke

the year into segments -- the indoor sea

son, the collegiate season, preparation for

the Olympic Trials, and the run to Athens.
And after each one, he had his runners

begin their training again as if the season

were just beginning.

Continued on page 62
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Train Slower to Run Faster
Continued from page 61

Hart's sub-45 Baylor list
44.74
44.74
44.75
44.86
44.98

stOns.

Hart actually got the first inkling that

slower might be better way back in 1974,

when a stretch of rainy weather soaked the

cinder track and kept the Baylor quarter

milers from getting in their usual speed

work before the Texas Relays. The night

"We're running from strength," Hart

explained. ''A lot of kids run out of gas
because they do a lot of speed work. A lot

of people can develop quarter-milers and

get them down to a certain time. But the

secret is being able to stay there and move
to the next level. Too many of them do this

by doing a lot fast running, and the kid

can get where he can run a 45 or a 44. But

can he go through the rounds? Can he do

it a full season? We put more in reserve

than other people do. And that's all

because of the training.

"Last year, we had four seasons. To get

ready for the Olympics, I had to make sure
that we reloaded at least three or four times

during the year. A lot of people just went

through June, and they kind of ran out.

But after each segment, we would start

over and go back to the basics. We might

be running 5-6 200s, but we'd go back to

running 8-10 of them for a week. before

going back to what we were doing."
As Hart is the first to admit, none of

this is the result of scientific research. But

trial and error, or in this case trial and suc

cess dating back to Johnson's senior season
in 1990, led to some irrefutable conclu-

43.18
44.00

44.51
44.59
44.72

Michael Johnson

Jeremy Wariner
Darold Williamson

Raymond Pierre*
Brandon Couts

Marlon Ramsey
Raoul Howard
Dean Minor

Zeke Jefferson*
Willie Caldwell*

* before 1990

before the meet, Hart told his concerned

runners that their strength work would be

enough to carry them in the 4x400 relay.
The Bears left with a victory and a

meet record, and when Hart asked anchor

man Tim Son how he felt after running his

opening 200 in 21 seconds, Son replied
that it felt like No.4.

"He said, 'Coach, when we were run

ning six 200s in 26, after No.4, that's the

way that 21 seconds felt,' " Hart said. "So

when you're running tired, you get the

same sensation as running fast."
But conventional wisdom called for

speed work, so Hart went back to his nor

mal routine. The thinking then was that the

400 was an overwhelmingly anaerobic

event, as much as 90 percent anaerobic to

10 percent aerobic. Aerobic conditioning

work, meant to increase oxygen uptake, was

mostly done early to build up general con

ditioning, and was then replaced by short

er, faster sprints for most of the season.

Since the change of philosophy after

1990, the Baylor staff has never sat down

and analyzed their percentage of aerobic
workouts to anaerobic, but they knew

because of the slower pace that they had

greatly increased the amount of aerobic

training.

"But it worked, so we never thought

about changing back to the old way," Hart

said. "We've been tempted, but every

time we've been tempted to do it, we

invariably got someone hurt and decided

it wasn't worth it. And the times kept get

ting betrer.
"Then 10 and behold, about three

years ago, there was some research that

came out saying that the 400 meters is

about 60 percent anaerobic and about 40

percent aerobic. Well, we were doing that

already. The research that was done just

validated what we had done by trial and

error, by keeping the things that worked

and throwing out the things that didn't.
We didn't have the research apparatus and

the expertise the scientists had when they

conducted these experiments, but it has

become very apparent that the 400 needs

more oxygen uptake capacity than anyone

first thought."
Not to everybody, however. Full-out

sprints are still a staple in the training of

many 400-meter runners, and, Hart con
tends, it costs them.

"Too many athletes and coaches 

and I've been guilty of this in the past 

might as well have a meet on Tuesday,"

Hart said. "Because you get out there and

give a bunch of real hard starts, you run
fast 150s, you take handoffs, and then you
come back with a fast 300. That's all tak

ing out of the bank. You're not putting

anything into your training on that day."
Still, old habits die hard. Hart said

he read an article on 400-meter training

in a track and field magazine recently and

found himself shaking his head at its con
clusion.

"I don't know who the author was,

but he wrote that the only way you can

develop speed and be fast is to run fast,"
he said. "So here's somebody writing that

even today. I don't know what it's going to

take to prove it to people."
Well, maybe a few more gold medals

wouldn't hurt .•

Andy Friedlander covers track and field for

the Fort Worth Star- Telegram, about 75

miles up 1-35 from Baylor University.
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